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is this your purpose?

Jesus: I created your keys when I created you, and though you were aware of them in Heaven, you didn‘t
know them as much as you could. So I built this training ground for you, so you could discover the keys,
so you could discover Me –for I am the keys. Each new key you find is like finding another piece of Me.
And the more you use the keys and become intimate with them, it‘s like you‘re getting and collecting
pieces of Me. It is only in possessing the keys that you can really know Me completely.

They are like My code and through using them and learning about them, you unlock Me. I am a Mystery
that needs to be unveiled, and you saw that in the Heavenly Realm. You saw that there was more to Me,
that there were more pieces to Me. You were very familiar with the keys in Heaven, yet you knew you
would never know them the way you were destined to unless you went through this training. So we
agreed to send you down to the land of “impossible” –that you, while there, might learn to avail yourself of
the keys to make all impossibilities possible.

To know My dimensions, you must first be blind. What does that mean? It means I am the answer, and for
you to really see and know that, you must first be without answers. I am so vast, and when you said yes
to Earth, you embarked on the endless yet thrilling journey of finding Me out. What a wonderful thing to
live for. All the revelations I given so far tie in with this: “Jesus is Enough”, “Rising Above”, “Heavenly
Vision”, “Full Possession” and “Heavenly

 Thought Power”.  All these prophecies are to get you going in the right direction and are so deep –if you‘d
just dive into them and really desire to see Me as I am.

“You are on a journey to discover the Mystery of Who I am and what exactly I can do. Come
let’s go…eternity is waiting, My treasure, My love. Let us walk the stars and the universes
together…forever. I will hold you, and forever you will be with Me.”
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“The dying embers of faith in any heart can be rekindled into a roaring fire when ignited by blazing key
power.”

When I open Myself up to you, it is because I see that you want Me. Like the Keys of Desire revelation, it
all begins and ends with wanting Me. Do you wish to continue on this wonderful experience of knowing
Me? Then, My love, come to bed with Me. Come to Me above all else, and I will reveal to you what I am. I
will give to you My heart. Piece by piece, you will obtain Me. Key by key, you will get to know Me. Is this
your purpose? If I am what you want, then, beloved, come and I will be your purpose. I will show you that
this is where true joy and meaning is found. It is Me. I am the Answer to every impossible and the Water
that fills every vacancy. Use the keys, use Me, and I will be all you need every time.
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